Case Study: McKay Flooring

WordPress Website Updates and Greatly
Improved Hosting
McKay Flooring has three websites: Mckay Flooring,
Sports Flooring and Classic Parquet. Before seeking help
from WP Support Specialists, they were supporting the
sites themselves, but the website hosting was slow, the
ecommerce function was outdated and they had
problems keeping the sites virus-free.
They contacted WP Support Specialists after founder
Kevin Ashcroft was recommended to them, with a view
to getting professional support to make WordPress
website updates to all three sites.

" WPSS deliver fast and
efficient support. They are a
great company to work with.
The speed of service and
attention to detail we
received was second to
none. We couldn't be
happier with the outcome
and would highly
recommend them."
Richard McKay
Managing Director

Updating, Improving and Supporting Three WordPress Websites
McKay Flooring realised they needed expert WordPress support to make necessary
improvements to their three business websites, as they were unable to keep support them
easily themselves and were struggling to keep them virus-free and up to date.
WP Support Specialists undertook a number of activities to improve functioning, appearance
and user experience:
- all sites were migrated from slow hosting to the WPSS advanced WordPress specific hosting
- an outdated ecommerce system was completely replaced
- all three sites were updated to provide a modern appearance and improved user
experience including social sharing
WPSS now support all three sites on an ongoing basis, ensuring they are backed up regularly
and updates are made to the core system, themes and plugins in a timely manner.

“We have 3 business websites
which we were struggling to keep
up-to-date and free from viruses.
We wanted professional support
and chose WPSS because Kevin was
highly recommended to us from
another local company."
Richard McKay
Managing Director

Summary
Many business owners try to manage their
own websites but realise that using a
professional WordPress support company
will be more efficient and cost effective in
the long run. McKay Flooring couldn't
agree with this sentiment more!
"WPSS are a professional company who
did an amazing job for us at a very
reasonable price," says Richard.
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